WOMEN ARTISTS!

Painter Paula Rego was made a __ of the British Empire in 2010
Tracey Emin is a professor of drawing at the __ Academy of Arts
Orphism was founded by __ Delaunay and her husband
It is believed that women created the __ Tapestry in the Middle Ages
Diane Arbus is known as a photographer of __
Anne __ is known for her stylized pictures of babies
Artist Frida Kahlo, from __, is known for her self portraits
Rachel Whiteread - the first woman to win the Tate Gallery's __ Prize
American painter Mary __ was befriended by Degas and lived in France
__ O'Keefe is known for painting flowers, bones, and landscapes
Anna Mary Robertson is better known as __ Moses
Helen Frankenthaler was influenced by the artist Jackson __
Maya Ying Lin was the designer of the __ Veterans Memorial
John Lennon's second wife is an artist, musician and activist
Elaine de Kooning was an __ expressionist
__ Lange documented the Great Depression with her camera
Judy Chicago co-founded the __ Studio Workshop
In 2011, a valuable Barbara __ statue was stolen from London Park
Camille Claudel was a French __
__ of Bologna is the patron saint of artists
__ of Bingen was a German medieval artist and intellectual
Her menswear-inspired fashion designs made her an icon
Artist and illustrator Mary __ began by designing greeting cards
Ende and Guda were nuns who did __ illumination in the Middle Ages
Gloria __ used a swan logo on her designer jeans in the late 1970s
French sculptor Louise Bourgeois has been nicknamed __
Annie Leibovitz was the chief photographer of ____ magazine
Marie Bracquemond and Berthe Morisot painted in this style
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